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INANCIAL EXCHANGES ARE THE HEART
of the modern economy. Trillions of dollars pump
through them each year, promoting capital formation to sustain economic growth and distributing
business risks and rewards across the economy.1
In the last two decades, technology and new regulatory
policies have transformed exchanges from nonprofit venues
with face-to-face trading into public companies with professional managers, demanding shareholders, and automated
trading.2 This new era of the corporate exchange has brought
with it a vibrant mergers and acquisitions environment, as
exchanges seek greater network effects and pursue greater
economies of scale and scope.3 The national exchanges have
absorbed the regional exchanges, and the three primary
futures exchanges have combined into one of the world’s
largest exchange groups.4 In just the last year, upstart futures
powerhouse IntercontinentalExchange, Inc. (ICE) bought
NYSE Euronext; and the combined BATS/Direct Edge is
now the nation’s second largest stock exchange operator.5
The Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice has
remained largely silent during this wave of consolidation,
publicly analyzing only a handful of more than a dozen deals
and moving to block only one exchange merger in the last
decade.6 Some have questioned whether the agency is doing
enough; others argue it is doing too much. On most levels,
a light touch arguably has been appropriate for this sector
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because exchanges exhibit a unique blend of network effects,
scale and scope economies, disruptive technologies, and
complex regulatory environments. In addition, financial
exchanges have a long history of self-regulation. Justice
William O. Douglas, while Chairman of the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC), remarked that it was best to
let “the exchanges take the leadership with Government playing a residual role. Government would keep the shotgun, so
to speak, behind the door, loaded, well oiled, cleaned, ready
for use but with the hope it would never have to be used.” 7
This self-regulatory philosophy, combined with the broad,
non-competition investor protection mandates of the SEC
and Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), the
platform economics of exchanges, and the increasing reliance
on technology, has yielded a unique competitive terrain in the
exchange industry. As a consequence, the DOJ has had less
latitude to act here because competition concerns often are
subordinated to non-competition goals and market concentration and self-regulation pose certain specific benefits
sought by regulators. But recent incidents like the May 2010
flash crash, the problematic Facebook initial public offering
(IPO), and other technical issues have raised questions about
possible structural flaws in the existing competitive and regulatory landscape.8 These incidents also implicate the proper role for the DOJ in enforcing and advocating for vigorous
competition in these markets.
Factors Shaping Modern Financial Exchange
Markets
Several factors have influenced the competitive dynamics of
modern financial markets and the DOJ’s public analysis of
exchange-related mergers.9 Perhaps the most important of
these are: (1) the economics of exchanges; (2) the different
regulatory approaches to trading and clearing that have been
adopted by the SEC in stock and options markets and the
CFTC in the commodities and futures markets; and (3) technological innovations in trading.
Economics of Financial Exchanges. Financial exchanges
operate as two-sided platforms that match buyers and sellers
of “negotiable items with a high degree of standardization.” 10
As with other platforms, trading centers exhibit strong network effects—their intrinsic value to each trader grows with
the total number of traders participating in the market.11
Economists refer to this effect on financial exchanges as the
“order flow externality” or “liquidity effect.” 12 Traders simply
note that “liquidity attracts liquidity.” 13 Exchanges also benefit from economies of scale and scope, meaning that the larger they are the more efficient they become for trading and for
such ancillary services as listings, order matching and routing,
execution, and the aggregation and provision of market
data.14
The economic dynamics of exchanges can have both positive and negative effects on competition. As the DOJ has said,
one advantage is that the “more traders that trade on a particular exchange, the less costly it is to trade on that exchange,

as search costs are reduced and increased competition for
trades reduces prices.” 15 But an observed downside is that
“trading in any particular financial instrument [tends] to
become concentrated on a single exchange.” 16 Thus, size promotes intra-exchange trading competition between orders,
but it can reduce inter-exchange order flow competition
between exchanges. The concentration of trading in a single
market can result in lower quality services and higher barriers
to entry.17
In addition, inter-exchange competition can have a downside. It can harm non-competition goals of investor protection and market integrity by fragmenting trading of a particular financial instrument across too many competing
exchanges, thereby increasing trading costs and slowing efficient price discovery. As the SEC has observed, “When many
trading centers compete for order flow in the same stock,
however, such competition can lead to the fragmentation of
order flow in that stock. Fragmentation can inhibit the interaction of investor orders and thereby impair certain efficiencies and the best execution of investors’ orders.” 18 The SEC
and CFTC have spent decades looking for the right mix of
competition and regulation to maintain fair and orderly markets and each has arrived at very different solutions to this
problem.19
The SEC Approach: The National Market System.
The SEC became concerned in the 1970s that the nation’s
exchanges were not innovating quickly enough to keep pace
with the economy. First, from a technical standpoint, the
exchanges were trembling under the weight of increased
trading. Between 1962 and 1972, volume on the NYSE
quadrupled from 4 to 16 million shares per day. This surge
in trading led to a “paperwork crisis” in the late 1960s that
overwhelmed the paper-based execution system, causing
brokerage houses to delay or lose billions of dollars in transactions and forcing many of them to collapse.20 In addition
to these technical problems, the SEC believed the exchanges
were too clubby, arguably hurting the integrity of the markets, particularly as the dollar volume of institutional trading grew. At one point, the SEC observed that large investors
were cultivating relationships with certain brokers outside
New York to avoid the fixed commissions at NYSE, potentially resulting in better prices for these large funds at the
expense of individual investors. As SEC Staff noted, “These
relationships raised the specter of a fragmented market structure in which multiple markets offering limited access traded the same securities without publicly disseminating quote
and trade information.” 21
In 1975, Congress amended the Securities Exchange Act 22
to foster “a national market system composed of multiple
competing markets that are linked through technology.” 23
This system includes both registered stock exchanges and
informal electronic trading platforms, including alternative
trading systems and “dark pools,” which match large buy and
sell orders based on stock exchange prices but without publicly disseminating quote information about the trades to

prevent distorting the market price.24
To create the national market system envisioned by Congress, the SEC has implemented dozens of changes, most
recently with the adoption of Regulation NMS in 2005.25
Most stock exchanges and alternative trading systems are
now electronically interlinked and essentially operate as one
large trading center. A person can buy a stock in one market and sell it in another market at prices that must be transmitted and honored in all trading venues.26 In creating the
current regulatory framework, the SEC has re-regulated
trading to mitigate the liquidity effect and lower barriers to
entry while at the same time using technology to allow
economies of scale and scope to develop across virtually
linked exchanges.27
In policing exchange activity, the SEC also has eliminated or restricted competition in certain services it believes are
necessary to pursue its broader public interest mandate to
protect investors and maintain the integrity of markets. For
example, after the paperwork crisis in the 1960s, the SEC and
others worked together to register a single non-profit entity,
the National Securities Clearing Corporation, to clear and
settle stock trades for the entire industry, ending competition
in this space.28 The SEC subsequently established a similar
policy making the Options Clearing Corporation an analogous regulated utility to clear all options trades.29
The SEC similarly has limited competition in stock and
options listings, market surveillance for fraud, reporting of
consolidated quotation data, and regulation of brokers, dealers, and listed companies. The agency has reserved these franchises for organizations it approves, such as registered national securities exchanges or, as the SEC calls them, “primary
markets.”30 Thus, only a few entities, like the New York
Stock Exchange, can list stocks and create rules for listed
companies, including requirements for revenues, capitalization, corporate disclosures, and governance.31
The SEC Staff has observed that these ancillary price discovery and regulatory functions generate “externalities” that
benefit the national market system as a whole.32 Registered
exchanges like NYSE are able to offset the costs associated
with these additional regulatory and price discovery burdens
by generating revenue through ancillary services that cannot
be provided by other market participants: “Their membership dues and fees, consolidated tape revenue, and listing
fees are sources of income, not available to all other market
centers, that provide for regulatory services and compensate
the primary markets for furnishing price discovery and regulatory services.” 33
Recent research indicates that empowering certain exchanges to be self-regulatory organizations (SROs) with
authority to provide ancillary services, while allowing them
to be corporate profit maximizers, can have unintended consequences on competition.34 For example, in certain services, like fraud surveillance, which offer less obvious (but
important) benefits to the traders using the market, SROs
may have a financial incentive to cut back on oversight costs
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to allow for lower prices to traders and other participants.
Alternatively, this empowerment may cause them to redirect
exchange resources to the most profitable services and to
push for better returns on those services by raising prices.
Thus it is that in services like market data and listings, which
are critical for traders and brokers to conduct business, some
observers have begun to voice concerns that SROs enjoy high
regulatory barriers to entry and lack sufficient competition to
keep prices low and quality of service high.35
The CFTC Approach: Consolidation of Trading and
Clearing in Vertical Silos. The CFTC has taken a more
laissez faire approach to regulating the commodities and
futures markets.36 Unlike with the SEC, Congress did not
order the CFTC to create a national market system.37 While
the recent financial crisis is changing things, these commodities and futures markets still do not exhibit the same level of
electronic linkage, transparency, and price protection that are
standard in stock and options trading.38 Additionally, the
CFTC has never imposed uniform central clearing for these
financial markets. The lack of central clearing has allowed
futures exchanges to own clearing and settlement functions
and create vertically integrated businesses referred to in the
industry as “vertical silos.” 39
As a result, a trader buying a financial futures contract on
one exchange typically cannot sell that contract on another
exchange, nor can it offset the loss on a trade occurring on
one exchange against a gain on another exchange through a
central clearing account. These vertical silos have amplified
the liquidity effect associated with exchanges and have severely limited entry by rivals.40 The CFTC also imposes self-regulatory responsibilities on its exchanges, which can further
enhance their ability to insulate themselves competitively in
such a vertically integrated environment.41 Thus, when compared to stock and options markets, the commodities and
futures markets in the United States tend to exhibit robust
intra-exchange competition but less competition among
exchanges.
Technological Innovation in Trading. The paperwork crisis also pushed Wall Street and the SEC to rely heavily on computers to resolve the growing computational and
recordkeeping issues arising from increased market activity.42 This widespread adoption of technology has fundamentally altered the exchange business. Traders once transacted business face-to-face or over the phone and then
literally executed their trades on paper in a back office—the
average stock trade once required 33 separate documents.43
Exchange operators now rely on software to process trades,
clear accounts, and offset positions for stocks or options on
one exchange with trades on another. Traders use powerful
computer algorithms to scan multiple venues simultaneously and to execute trades around in the globe in microseconds—faster than the blink of a human eye.44
While there have been large efficiency gains in trading
because of technology, an increase in technical incidents has
exposed potential problems with the current regulatory and
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DOJ has chosen to focus its public analysis in recent
investigations on competition in par ticular ancillar y
ser vices, however nar row, that are needed to suppor t
the overall mar ket system envisioned by the SEC.

enforcement environment. For instance, Standard & Poor’s
(S&P) issued a report warning of possible downgrades to
financial exchanges because “technical glitches” that could
reveal the exchanges’ “vulnerability to high operational
risk.” 45 The report cited 23 separate technical problems since
March 2012 that shut down exchanges, including a BATS
system malfunction that resulted in BATS halting its own
IPO; a technical malfunction on NASDAQ that delayed
Facebook’s IPO and caused $500 million in trading losses;
matching engine outages on NYSE that caused trading to
halt; and a connectivity issue at NASDAQ that stopped
trade and quote data dissemination and halted trading of
NASDAQ-listed securities at all trading venues.46 S&P
attributes these problems in part to the increased reliance on
technology to compensate for fragmentation of trading
across numerous venues as competition in trading intensifies, particularly with the rise the last several years of alternative trading systems catering to low latency, high-frequency trading. Stock trading venues are the most vulnerable
to these operational problems, according to S&P; but the
risks also increasingly extend to all trading venues and to
their members.47
The DOJ’s Analysis of Recent Financial Exchange
Mergers
The DOJ has an extensive history of enforcement with financial exchanges, dating back to its investigations of collusive
activity at the NYSE in the 1970s and continuing into more
contemporary times.48 The agency’s track record in reviewing transactions in this sector, however, is less extensive and
aggressive than its work policing collusive activity. This lighter
touch appears to reflect the agency’s nuanced understanding
of the interplay between exchange economics, technology,
and the differing regulatory policies of the SEC and CFTC.
Analyzing Mergers in SEC-Regulated Markets. As
the DOJ has pointed out, in SEC-regulated exchanges, the
national market system policies generally have overcome network effects, lowered barriers to entry, and spurred competition, primarily in trading.49 The agency’s activity in these
markets appears to reflect its recognition that, broadly speaking, the trading businesses exhibit robust competition. The
DOJ has chosen to focus its public analysis in recent investigations on competition in particular ancillary services, however narrow, that are needed to support the overall market system envisioned by the SEC.50

NASDAQ/Instinet and NYSE/Archipelago (2005).
In its first public statement on a reviewed deal, the DOJ
examined the acquisitions by NYSE and NASDAQ of two
fast-growing electronic trading platforms, Archipelago and
Instinet, respectively.51 At the time, the exchange business was
not viewed to be terribly competitive. One observer said:
The order flow externality gave [NYSE, Amex, and NASDAQ] market shares in excess of 80 percent [of trading in
their listed securities] despite customer dissatisfaction with
the generally low quality services they received and the high
fees that they paid. Innovative and cheaper exchanges could
not attract order flow away from these incumbents because
their markets simply were not liquid.52

NASDAQ controlled about half of the trading in its listed stocks,53 with Instinet holding roughly 25 percent.54 As a
physical exchange, NYSE was even more central to trading in
its listed stocks, handling about 80 percent of trading in
those stocks in 2005.55 The two transactions would increase
concentration and combine NASDAQ with a close electronic competitor.56 On its face, this would seem to be a problematic set of deals. But the DOJ approved both of them after
examining the implications for trading generally and for two
externality services, listings and market data.
The agency pointed mainly to new SEC regulation and
the imminent entry of several exchanges as justification for
approval. As to the first reason, the SEC had just released
Regulation NMS, which when fully implemented by 2006
promised to further lower barriers to entry in trading and
market data by protecting against trade-through on physical
exchanges and increasing interlinked access to market data
across exchanges.57
In addition, the DOJ cited announcements by “several
separate enterprises,” including regional exchanges the Boston
Stock Exchange and Philadelphia Stock Exchange, to enter in
each of the three overlap services.58 The agency observed that
“the healthy functioning of [the SEC’s] national market system is of vital importance to the economy” and promised to
“monitor developments in the industry to ensure that the
evolution of this dynamic and changing marketplace occurs
without competitive constraints.” 59
NASDAQ/ICE/NYSE Euronext (2011). The DOJ next
publicly analyzed an SEC-regulated exchange acquisition in
2011, when NASDAQ sought to intervene in NYSE’s merger with the German exchange group, Deutsche Börse AG,
and launched a competing hostile takeover for NYSE together with futures exchange, ICE. The DOJ again focused heavily on externality services in its analysis. This time, the agency
concluded that a NASDAQ/NYSE deal would substantially
reduce competition in corporate stock listings services, opening and closing stock auction services, off-exchange stock
trade reporting services, and real-time proprietary equity data
products.60 It moved to block the deal and NASDAQ quickly abandoned its bid.61
In reviewing NASDAQ/NYSE, the DOJ publicly observed the importance of healthy competition in SEC-pro-

tected externality services to the stability of the national market system. In its statement on the deal, the DOJ noted that
“listing stock exchanges act as ‘gatekeepers’ to public equity
markets, allowing only certain companies that meet rigorous
standards to list and attract investment capital from the public.” 62 Since only registered national securities exchanges can
offer corporate stock listing services—at the time essentially
only NASDAQ and NYSE—the DOJ reasoned a merger
between them would effectively be a merger to monopoly.
Similarly, the DOJ saw the deal as a threat to stock auction services that primary listing exchanges offer every day to
assign price and match orders at the open and close of trading. These services began as exclusive franchises of primary
listings exchanges and then remained largely with those
exchanges because of network effects as the SEC re-regulated markets. As the DOJ explained it,
A long line of orders builds up every night waiting to execute
at the moment the market opens. These orders are based on
information revealed overnight, which is not reflected in the
market price at the close of the previous day. Similarly, at the
end of each trading day, major market participants place
large orders to balance their portfolios, potentially creating
large imbalances in order flows and distorting prices.63

This price discovery function is essential to the American
system of stock trading. As with listings, the DOJ believed a
merger of NASDAQ and NYSE would yield a monopoly on
a service essential to the functioning of the national market
system. The agency saw similar issues in two other services,
trade reporting and certain real-time proprietary equity data
products.64
Deutsche Börse/NYSE Euronext (2011–2012). In
examining the underlying deal that spurred NASDAQ to
launch its abandoned hostile bid for NYSE, the DOJ again
focused on the potential for harm in SEC-protected externality services in its analysis of the proposed merger of NYSE
Euronext and the German stock exchange group, Deutsche
Börse AG.65 Both exchange groups controlled sprawling global businesses, but, importantly to the DOJ, Deutsche Börse
owned a substantial interest in Direct Edge, the fourth-largest
American stock exchange.66
The DOJ defined markets for displayed equities trading
services, listing services for exchange-traded products, and
real-time proprietary equity data, looking to each of these as
distinct externality services. For instance, the DOJ explained
that “displayed trading venues” serve a unique role as “the
backbone of the American national market system.” 67 They
derive this importance from their role offering “continuous
pre-trade publication of the best-prices quotations for buying and selling exchange-traded stocks in a national consolidated stream, the display of certain customer limit orders
(offers to buy and sell stock at particular prices), and the provision of deep and reliable liquidity for a broad array of
exchange-traded stocks.” 68 Market participants, including
dark pools and other platforms, “rely on displayed trading
venues to provide meaningful price discovery for exchangeS P R I N G
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[U]nlike in SEC-regulated mar kets, the DOJ’s
minimalist enforcement agenda in the commodities
and futures mar kets appear s animated largely by the
absence of significant head-to-head competition
among these exchanges as a result of CFTC’s
regulations.

traded stocks and to act as exchanges of last resort, especially for thinly traded stocks, in times of market volatility or
stress.” 69 Only registered stock exchanges NYSE, NASDAQ,
BATS Global Trading, and Direct Edge could satisfy this
need for displayed equity trading services, leaving the dozens
of alternative trading systems with undisplayed liquidity outside the DOJ’s defined market, despite their impact on competition in trading more generally.70
The DOJ analyzed the listings and proprietary data markets similarly, meaning the combination of NYSE with a
partial ownership interest in Direct Edge would reduce the
competitors in each market from four to three without any
offsetting efficiencies. The DOJ argued that barriers to entry
were high in each of these markets because any potential
entrants would have to overcome hurdles of reputation, scale,
network effects, and the regulatory barriers imposed by the
SEC to becoming a registered stock exchange capable of
offering these services.71 The agency restricted its geographic market analysis to the United States based mainly on the
regulatory implications and practical difficulties of cross-border trading.72
The DOJ and the parties agreed to settle the matter with
a sale of Deutsche Börse’s partial interest in Direct Edge, but
the deal fell apart after the European Commission moved to
block based primarily on overlaps in European derivatives
trading.73
Analyzing Mergers in CFTC-Regulated Markets. The
DOJ’s explanation of its transaction analysis in CFTC-regulated markets indicates some similarities to how it examines
deals involving SEC-regulated markets: it follows a Guidelines approach and employs a light touch on enforcement
activity. But the agency has pointed out a critical difference:
unlike in SEC-regulated markets, the DOJ’s minimalist
enforcement agenda in the commodities and futures markets
appears animated largely by the absence of significant headto-head competition among these exchanges as a result of
CFTC’s regulations.
Thus, the agency approved CME’s acquisition of crosstown rival Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) in 2007, despite
the fact that “the two exchanges account for most financial
futures (and in particular, interest rate futures) traded on
exchanges in the United States.” 74 The DOJ decided the par7 0
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ties’ “products are not close substitutes and seldom compete
head to head, but rather provide market participants with the
means to mitigate different risk.” 75 The agency also seemed
persuaded that CME and CBOT were, “absent the merger,
unlikely to introduce new products that compete directly
with the other’s entrenched products, in part due to the difficulty of overcoming an incumbent exchange’s liquidity
advantage in an established futures contract.” 76 The agency
concluded that network effects had fully insulated the
exchanges from one another’s competition, except potentially at the point of new product introduction.
With respect to this innovation competition, the DOJ
remarked that “[u]nder the current clearing framework, competition tends to be limited to that which occurs when a new
contract, i.e., one addressing a market risk not addressed or
not adequately addressed by existing products, is introduced.” 77 Thus, “the introduction of a new contract by one
futures exchange frequently prompts another exchange to
offer a similar contract, and a battle to garner all the liquidity in the contract ensues. After one exchange wins most of the
liquidity in the contract, the other exchange usually exits.” 78
But in looking at the CME/CBOT deal, the DOJ seemed
most persuaded by the fact that futures contracts can be tied
to almost any underlying asset in an economy—meaning
the development of new contracts is “bound only by the
imagination.” 79 The agency noted that while competition
between CME/CBOT had “at times, provided some incentive for them to develop and offer new products” the main
drivers of innovation came from “the prospect of winning
business from the over-the-counter market and the potential
to offer products that the OTC community can use to hedge
the risk associated with its activities.” 80 It also concluded
that entry into this aspect of competition was imminent.81
While entry has occurred since the merger, including by
NYSE Liffe, these new competitors do not seem to have
imposed much discipline on CME, particularly in interest
rate futures tied to U.S. Treasury securities.82
Some criticized the DOJ for allowing what they perceived
as a merger to monopoly.83 The DOJ answered in part by
advocating for change in the regulatory structure of futures
trading. Responding to a request for comment, the agency
explained that “there is reason to believe that this structure,
interacting with the importance to traders of exchange liquidity, makes it more difficult for exchanges to introduce
new financial futures products capable of providing sustained
head-to-head competition against existing products.” 84
Allowing common ownership of an exchange and clearinghouse “can have the effect of amplifying networks effects
and making it more difficult for potential exchange competitors to enter the market.”85 And, in a pointed comparison with the SEC’s approach to regulation, the DOJ stated:
[T]he Department believes that the control exercised by
futures exchanges over clearing services . . . has made it difficult for exchanges to enter and compete in the trading of
financial futures contracts. . . . In contrast with futures

exchanges, equity and options exchanges do not control open
interest, fungibility, or margin offsets in the clearing process.
This lack of control appears to have facilitated head-to-head
competition between exchanges for equities and options,
resulting in low execution fees, narrow spreads, and high
trading volume.86

While there has been much discussion of modifying the
structure of these markets, and changes are underway to
require exchange trading and/or clearing of certain over-thecounter swaps, the vertical silo structure still persists in
American listed futures trading.87 And, perhaps as a result, the
DOJ has not moved to block or modify any of the recent
deals in futures trading, including CME’s $11 billion acquisition of NYMEX in 2008 and $126-million purchase of
the Kansas City Board of Trade in 2012, or ICE’s $11 billion
acquisition of NYSE, including the NYSE Liffe futures
exchange, in 2013.
Conclusion
Former FTC Chairman Timothy Muris once observed:
“Competition presses producers to offer the most attractive
array of price and quality options” and “drives [them] to fulfill promises concerning price, quality, and other terms of
sale.” 88 This observation illuminates the key role the DOJ can
play in ensuring exchanges continue to fulfill their promises
to the many customers in these complex and dynamic markets, including those promises needed to sustain the broader exchange system.
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